
Highlights of the Presentation 
Trailblazing Extension Interventions 

 
 
Presenters/Topics during the concurrent sessions: 
 
Dr. Larry P. Pamugas: “Capacity Enhancement through  Seed Multiplication and  Dissemination to 
Farmers’  Cooperative: The Case in Bohol” 
 
Dr. Merrian P. Soliva: “Assessment of ATI Learning Site Towards Agri-Tourism Development in Central 
Visayas” 
 
Ms. Aurelia M. Corales: “Building Rice-based Enterprises in the Upland Communities of Cotabato” 
 
Ms. M F. Damaso: “Establishment of Community Science and Technology-Based Farm on Rice-Fish 
Farming (“Palay-Isdaan Sa Pamayanan) in the Province of Bataan” 
 
Highlights of the Open Forum: 
 
For Dr. Pamugas: 
Question: Is there a measure or activities after the study? Sustainability Measures? 
Answer:  

  One measure is the Research component of the PAO, and beneficiaries were organized into 
“Bohol Japonica Rice Producer Organization”.  

 Cooperation with the LGU,  
 Opportunity for trainings for the farmers (Farmers visit and were trained in Korea).  
 The secret is the Plan, work and Implement together,  
 We also help in packaging, labelling and marketing of the product, and what is advantaged is 

Japonica rice price value is higher compared to other varieties. Link buyers of the product. 
 If the project has a good impact, there would be a chance of continuous support from the 

funding agency (KOPIA) 
 
For Dr. Soliva: 
Question: Is there an Agritourism that was integrated in the LS? How do you qualify criteria? 
Answer: Learning sites are included in the Tourism network, example is the Binhi ng Pag-asa Farm in 
Maribojoc, the visitors conduct benchmarking/farm visit and do farm activities (feeding, help in 
formulation of feeds, pick and pay concept in the farm). Likewise, the Manga National High School which 
has Gulayan sa Paaralan. 
 
Follow-up Question: is it anchored in the Agri-tourism concept? 
Answer: Not yet, however, the Learning Sites were on the process or in-line with Agritourism concept 
example the “Pick and Pay Concept”. 
 
For Ms. Corales: 
Question: Regarding with the Denorado Framework, which part in the framework that has “convincing 
the farmers involvement?”. 



Answer: In the 3rd Bubble(Miller/Processor) of the framework, if there would be an extension 
intervention on that part, she explained an example on the part of milling process, that there is an 
increase in income for the farmers. 
 
For Ms. Damaso: 
Question:How many percent of the trained farmers adopted the technology? How is Sustainability of 
the project? 
 
Answer: Presently, pilot cooperator. 1-2 Adopters per Municipality. Regards to the sustainability, We are 
planning to submit Phase 2 of the project that will include the monitoring and assessment of the Phase I 
project. As to sustainability, we have linkages on the LGU and BFAR Region 3 which have a MOA that 
they will give free fingerlings for the project beneficiaries. Likewise, link with BFAR and other financial 
institution for funding. We also have other extension services that can be used for the monitoring of the 
projects. 
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